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Draft Resistor Hobbs ·stays Active
By Gory Jomes

torium, Voter Registration, Re·
slstance, or the Committee on
"'
Allen J. Hobbs,
sentenced to Grievance Procedures.
four years ln federal prison for
He states that there is
a
draft resistance, is again among
"continuous logic" in generally
everything that his doing. A
the famlliar faces on Centrals'
campus.
closer look at some of his
He is presently free on his
activities reveals the meaning
own recognizance and awaiting
ol this.
an appeal to the tenth District
As more-or-less ad hoc chair·
Circuit Court ot .Appeals in
man of the November Mo;ra·
Denver, Colo.
torium taking place this \\eek·
Hobbs is not attending classes
end, Hobbs has been working
at Central this quarter. He was
to get a greater .involvement
unable to get back from New
at the student body with the
community.
Mexico in time for registration.
Consequently, he is no longer ·
He, with others, has been seek·
Ing a better community-college
a part of Central's student body
relationship for this moraas such.
As a result, he has had to .torlum through the use of a
direct person-to-person a:p.
excuse himself from several
Proach such as the one poet
student body organizations ol.
Robert Duncan advocated at the
which he was formerly a part.
last moratorium.
This, however is not to say
This approach, is a multi·
that he ls no longer affiliated
issue approach in which stuin activities at Central. Far
from it.
dents go out into the community
Hobbs can usually be found .. and simply "rap" with the
people about such issues as
· in the Associated Student ol.
cwsc (ASC) office or some the war, pollution, poverty, the
population exPlosion.
other part of the SUB engaged
"The
subjects are ready.
in work concerning the MoraStaff Reporter

made," says Hobbs; "all that is
needed is students who have
the guts to talk about them."
He refers to it as something
like an "individual evangel.J
lcal campaign."
In addltlon to this, Hobbs is
active in the rvbter registration
program. This work involves
him in negotiations with attor·
neys in trying to challenge a
clause 1n the State Constitution

concerning registration for vot•
Ing.

As ls, students living in El•
lensburg have no voice 1n local
decisions which affect them as
residents of the community.
"students spend most of the
year 1n Ellensburg and conse.
quently should have some voice
in local decisions,'' says Hobbs.
'If successful, the program would
enable students to have this
voice.
In the past, Hobbs has work·
ed on the All·College Curriculum Committee. "This doesn't
inltlate curriculum," he says.
Since then he has been talking
. with people and formulating
something to go beyond this.
"I would like to see a class
oriented toward prop0s1ng a
scheme for the development of
the county. The class would
consist of 10.30 students and
would be organized such that
students could plan their own
program around interests which
Ile within the general scheme,"
said Hobbs.
"This place is going to grow,"
he says, "so we had better find
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some Industrial base for the
growth." We have the trans•
p0rtatlon system for it, both
highway and railway, and the
locality is advantageous also,
he says.
Industries which Hobbs has 1n
mind are p Te.:j·ab c onstruction
companies and tannery and shoe
factories. "We .have the le~
ther for it right here," he says.
· "Why ship it out to be tanned
and made Into shoes?"
Hobbs suggests that classes
such as the one previously men.
tioned concerning the develop.
ment of the county could be in·
corp0rated with others similar
in emphasis to go t~wards ful·
fillment of requirements for a
"General Education" degree.
· Hobbs likes to look on himseJ! .
as being somewhat of a "cul·
tural engineer" 1n such ende~
vors. The idea, he says, is to
decide where we are going (that
is, carry p0stulates to their
logical conclusions), and where
we should be going.
"I think I have some idea of
where things are going," he
says. He adds, "I hope to find
someone with better alterna·
tlves than I have ••• but until
then I have to do something."
Hobbs hepes that by getting
the college students physically
active 1n the community with
such things as the Moratorium
canvassing, and by getting them
PC>litically active, long-range'
Plans like those for the econ0o
mic development of the · area
can finally b~ made pos sible
through such classes as suggest•
ed under a Gener al Education
degree.

Resident Assistants:And Deans Talk Wages
By Sue Renner
Staff Reporter

The Resident Assistants of
Central have been meeting to
organize for better wages •
All RAs have received a
letter comparing wages on cam·
PUB, comparing- wages of RAs
at other colleges, and listing
Central RA's requestso Stu··
dent Personnel, a student-faculty grievance committee, is
evaluating the problem.
BQth MaryJ>elle Rockey, dean,
of women, and Don Wise, dean
of men, who screen and hire
Central's RAs, have been present at the RAs' meetings.
Clint Smith, Muzzall sophomore and sp0kesman for the
RAS, said, "The RAs have or·
ganlzed now, and if nothing
comes out of Student Personnel, we will bring the problem
to President Brooks, the Board
of Trustees, and The state leg·
islature if necessary."
Dean Wise said the decision
to go to the Board of Trust•
ees is premature because the
data isn't in yet. He is sending a que stionaire to schools
in the North west to find out
their policies.
Dean Wise said that he is
"for finding out what's happening 1n other residence halls in
the Northwest, and if tpere are
discrepancies that we take the
steps necessary to put our sal·
aries in line with ~ha others."
He said, 'Certain y we will
explore with the RAs the possibillty fer salar., l! creases if

the suspected differences a:p.
pear."

of money is even worse now

These are the facts that RAs
received in their ,lettero RAs
at Central get $1.40 an hour for
ten hours a week. That is
$490 a year.
RAs at Western receive free
r oom and board which amounts
to $850 a year. WSU pays r oom
and board plus $15 a month.
At the U of W RAs get r oom
and board plus $40·$60 a month
Which is about $1,050 a year.
Eastern pays $300 a quarter
(not room and board) which is
$900 a year.
Here on-campus workers in
the dining halls, library help,
and physical plant workers may
work 15 hours a week. RAs
may not receive pay for over
ten hours a week.
Dining hall workers, library
student help, and physical plant
workers get a raise ol. 25 cents
an hour after 240 hours. RAs
do not receive a raise tor senQrity.
Dean Wise explained that each
school decides how its money
will be spento At Central the
Deans C.ouncil decides. The
Dean ot Women, Dean of Men,
have a separate budget.
This explains w h y wages
are not the same on campus.
Different groups are paid out ol.
different fundso
Deans Rockey and Wise would
like to have the RAs receive

that Gov. Evans has_ asked the
college to cut its budget. Central has been asked to put
$243,000 away for a year,.
RAs Jan Fisher, Courson
sophomore, and Mike Dearing,
Muzzall senior, say that a resident assistant spends much
more than ten hours a week at
his Job.
He should be paid tor more
hours. Dearing also said, "Our
wages are not commensurate
with our responsibllities."
The letter that was circul·
ated among the RAs said that
their resp0nsibilities Include .
counseling, dorm meetings,
night and weekend duty, and
enforcing regulations.
"Ten hours is hardly enough
time to perform our jobs ef.
fectively and efficiently. Our
job ·deals with students, their
problems, and their adjustment
here at Central. This could
easily be considered a 24-hour
job for most of us."
In a separate interview, Dean
Rockey said the women RAs
are expected tospendfivehours
at the desk and five hours on
call.
To be on call means to be
available to students. She said
RAs are not professional coun·
selors but rather "good listeners."
Each girl is carefull1 sc.reen-

higher wages. But the problem

Mary Deaton Crier editor and James Brooks, central
president, wlll be guests on hie radio program. crosstalk
next TUesdaY on KXLE and KCWS at 9 :15 p.m.
'
1i:ow~ Shuman ls the moderator of the show and Roger
.Reynoids produces it.

ed and speciaUy-'tralned for her
role., However, RAs are "not
expected to be on the job
24 hours a day/'
Smith said, "We are suppose
to be an elite group chosen

from vast numbers." It the
wages stay the same the
"quality of RAs will fall.'' A·
nother RA felt that getting a
second job would make them less
effective alsoo

VARIED JOB-RA Clint Smith not onl} r iust assist his
head resident with the usual job of donri~o ry discipline,
but also must have time to talk to studeni ' :.tbout acad~mic 1
social, emotional and political problem. . ;n thPir currf~nt ,
wage disputes, the RA.'s contend the j <in is a twPnty.four
hour one.
Photo by Bob GaUVT(-al!
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New Ballroom-New Dance Plans
By Pete Delaunay
staff writer

general budget and pays sal·
~Jgbf; S.POnsor the first one, but
Students differ on many sub- all others will be handled by
aries, improvements and other
jects but on one they all agree: individual organizations and
operating needs.
"The dances in Holmes are hot dQrms on campus.
Russ Cleveland, director ~
and uncomfortable ••• "
The groups interested in spon.
SUB food services, said the
Kristie Thorgaard, ASC' pro- soring a dance will submit bids
eight flipper machines (often
gram
director
explained: to a Student Activities Council
improperly called pinball mach"Holmes Dining Hall is the where the decisions will be made
ines), take in $37.50 each per
biggest and best facility for concerning
week.
distribution
of
dances Central has to offer at various dance dates.
In the past, the SUB receiv·
the present time-that is, un·
ed a percentage of this from the
ASC. has sponsored all the
tll the new ballroom is com· dances so far and will sponsor
machines' owner Cy Morgan,
pleted.''
but this year the SUB ,gets a
three more dances this quarter.
The best Central has to offer All three will be held at Holmes.
guaranteed $800 a month over•
is the worst as far as some
all.
The dances will be held on Nov.
students are concerned. But, 14, 21, and _9.ec.. 5.
The pool tables are bring·
when Winter Quarter begins the
Attendance seems to be one of
ing in about $50 a day and this ·
new SUB will be completed and the greatest hurdles dance or·
all goes to the SUB, since the
the dances will shift from the ganizers have at Central. "This
tables were purchased by the
''hot and uncomfortable'' at· college is like a vacuum on week·
college.
mosphere of Holmes to the fully ends," Miss Thorgaard said,
air-conditioned SUB Ballroom.. "Why go home and sit around
T\ro ballroom facilities will talking with the folks, when
be available to students when the things are· really happening on
new addition is completed: one, campus-much more so than at
the "small" ballroom will home.''
By Sandi Dolbee
handle up to l, 200 students and
Staff Reporter
So far this year ASC has gone
the second will enable some in the red sponsoring dances..
Georie Chrlsto<.hl is fast be.
1, 900 students to attend a dance "Hopefully, the new ballroom
comini a leading controversial
or function "comfortably.''
will remedy the attendance
fii\lre here in Ellensburi.
·
"Dances, as of next quarter,
lag," she said.
ChristQdal, a sophomore poll.
will not be sponsored by ASC/'
ti.cal science major at Central,
The new SUB game room
Miss Thorgaard said.,
ASC1
has recently opened George's .
opened last week to provide
students with the use of nine · Phillip's 66. With this· sta.
pool tables, a billiards table, lion , be is givini a 10 percent
ping pong tables, and flipper discount on all JX1,rts and· la·
machines, all at nominal char· bor, cutting down his &as pri.
ge • .
ces., He contributes one pen.
The pool tables are 75 cents ny to the Educational Oppor.
tunity Projiram for every gallon
an hour ( 50 cents less than off·
of. ~s sold and is makini plans
ca,.mpus tables); ping pong, fil·
for iivini Central's fa.~ulty a
teen cents; and flipper machines at the normal price of five percent discount on JX1,rts
and labor.
ten cents a game or three for
It seems that these latter
a quarter.
plans are jiettini Chrlstodal int0
The money brought in by the
controversy with his fellow ser.
facilities goes into the SUB's

GAMES ROOM -See. the boys put the dime in the slot.
Look at the balls roll down. Ting·ting-clang-bang·flip,
flip.ting-ting-clang-bang. Missed ~ain. on probation next
·qu~rl
PhOto by .eob".Gauvreau:

·

Christodal Continueslow Rates And Seeks
Student ·Patrons' Support For His Station

0 FF CAMPUS STUDENTS
LO 0 K !

weather
shrugger

.Choice Boneless Cube Steak·-

95• per ·lb.
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out in any \veather or into
and kccrs its press!
Canvas - like polyester I cotton
lined with quilted Antron'R.; nylon;
lots oi con tra~t <,filching. Brown/
Maize, Nan /Shocking, A°mber/
Mint, Je lly Applf' / Black, Oyster/
i\ \int, Rum/\\aiz€'. Junior sizes
th(~
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- ·

<;ud~ .

$39.95

BERRYS
DOWNTOWN

vice station owners.
Harry Aukes, co-owner of the
Richfield station across from
Chrlstodal's, summed up the
majority of the service station
owners' opinions. Aukes said,
"A iUY has to work like the
devil and lon, hours to make
a iO of ~his business and when
somebody comes alonr; and does
what Christodal 1$ doini, he's
GEORGE CHRISTODAL
just cuttinihis throatandours .."
••• George's 66•••
Chrlstodal opened his station
because we can't sell &as for .,
on Oct. 1 with ·an investment
that.
He'll probably end up
of $2,000. He said he open.
closini too, unless of course he
ed the station for two reasons:
to make a llVini for his wife · . can find the riiht buyers to back
him up.''
and child and to do somet~
Not jlll service station mer.
important while he was rnakini
chants are a~inst Chrlstodal,
a llvini.
·
however. W. L.. Shreve,
Chrlstodal said he cared a.
bout the students here and wants owner of the Chevron station on
Ei~th Street E.., encourajied
to help them jiet the discounts
Chrlsto<.hl's E.O.P. contribu.
and overall treatment they de.
lions ..
serve.
"That's i?'eat," Shreve said.
Bill Spencer, owner of the
"I hope he can achieve what
Campus Texaco at the corner
he ls after. That's been a
of. Elihth and Euclid Streets,
tough station to make a busl.
113.s this to say about Christo·
ness out of, so if he wants to
dal's business venture: "J.f he
do it this way then it is okay
wapts to be in competition with
with me. However I don't en.
all of us, then he should sell
courajie the price cuttini, but
the gas at everyone else's price
I don't think it w111 put any.
and take . off trom there. In
body out of business."
fa.ct, if he iOt his prices up
So the conflict iOes on. And
where they belonied, I'd back
it ls the students of Central,
him 100 percent .."
Christodal feels, who will de.
Warner Storms, of Storm's cide the outcome of it. "I'm
Mobil station on the corr:er of maklni the first move," Chris.
C and Elihth Streets, added, todal concluded, "and all I want
''The rest of us eventually the students to do ls ilve it a
will proba. bly have to close up
try."

Fresh, feminine fragrance
for the young-at-heart.
Gift set shown includes
Mist Cofogne and luxurious
' Dusting Powder.

GIFT SET

4. 50

Other Smart
Especially Notable Gifts
from 1.50 to 12.00

Your (Rexall) Pharmacy

.-.

i

Finest quality, with a
. ,.
·~
5-year guarantee.
' . Red orwhite.
i.Reg. 4.69
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ASC Solons Argue S.F.Change Words, Leave Money
An adm!nistraflon request that
the .ASC legislature reconsider
its decision to allot money to
People's .,News Service for this
week-emfs San Francisco trip
resulted in a change of worCS,.
ing in last week's awroved motion, but di$'t cancel out the
trip.
Dean Y.A. Withersp00n, dean
of men, presented a position
paper to the legislators ask·

Students Back
Sports Program

silent, you are comoning an
·action/' said Ron Sims, ASa
Executive vice-president.
The deans, who emphasized
. t~y were merely expressing
· personal opinions, remin~d the
legislators of the repercussion
.their action might have in Oly·
. mPia.
. _However, the deans said central'S administration . was leaving the decision up to the legislators and would not attempt to
force them to rescind the San Francisco money.
Using examples of California
schools where student expenditure is closely scrutinized and
Mike Reier;· Rcidical Coalition
legislator, argued that partici· . controlled by trustees and state
legislatures, Stan Bohne, Cen•
pation in the Saturday march is
tral business manager, cautioned
aJ.so a learning experience and
the legislators not to close
Said that, as a legislator, he
doors on the rights which stu.
would be willing to give money
dents now have by angering
to pro-war groups also.
Olympia.
. Reid said, however, no prowar groups had requested funds.
After two hours of discussion,
the legislators voted to change
The San Francisco discussion.
was marked by more general the . wording of last weeid; motion to state that the money
discussion of the role of the
was being allocated so that stuuniversity in society and the
dents could go to s. F o to obquestion of who should control
serve and. learn, rather than
student money.
participate.
Witherspoon and Deans Eldon
Sims, addressing the legislat·
Jacobsen andJohn Terrey stated
ors after the motion passed,
they felt the university should
said they were fooling nobody
remain neutral on political isby changing the wordingo Tim
sues in order to provide an
Wing, ASC president, called the
atmosphere of free inquiry o
change a "buffer solution" and
Several legislators argued the
said he favored it because it
oPposite, saying the university
would lessen the hassle legismnst lead society in opposing
lators
may face from trustees
the status quoo
and state officials.
"If you remain neutral and

ing "Should the university a5
an institution enter moral, soc·
ial or political movements, it
then becomes an instrument of
oppression against the people.''
Witherspoon said lie felt the
legislature was taking a Polit.
icat stand against the war by
giving student funds to students
who intend to participate in the
anit-war march on Saturday.
He pointed out that Honors
Program students were also
, ·given funds for a San Francisco
trip, but characterized their
trip as strictly educational and
therefore legitimate.

Associated Students for Ath.
letics was formed last week
by a group of students interest.
ed in seeing the athletics pro.
gram at Central continued.
Allan Ferdinand, off.campus
junior, estimated that 80people
attended a meeting of the group
Nov. 6.
Dick Bedlington, off .-campus
junior, said that the group was
for med so that anyone interest.
ed in athletics could voice his
opinions. Members don't have
to be athletes, he said.
- The group is not going to
force proposals on Ase, Bed·
lington said, "We are striving
for better communication with
ASC," he added.
At the meeting a board was
e_lected that -consists of a re.
presentative of every sport at
Central and two interested stu.
dents. Mitch Adams, off. ,
campus junior, was elected
chairman of the board.
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'Musical Program Stresses
Awareness Of Black Culture
rently has two record albums:
Bernice Reagon, a student of
"Songs of the South" and
Afro.American culturalhlstory,
"Sounds of Thunder."
will present a program on black
history through music at Cen.
_ According to Mrs. Reagon, ·-7
tra.I Nov. 17.
academic black history gives
Sponsored by ABC and the
only a two.dimensional view of
Southern Folk Cultura_l Revival
black people. She says one must
Project, Mrs. Reagon teaches - have an awareness and under •
the unwritten culture of the~
standing of the culture that dev•
black American-music, dance,
eloped among Afro.Americans
folk tales and language.
to give a third dimension to
Raised in Alhlny, Georgia,
the history.
and educated at Spellman Col.
lege in Atlan~, she has per.
Mrs. Reagon's performance
formed throughout the United
will be in Hertz Recital Hall
at 8 p.m.
States and Europe.- She cur.

B1G JOHN'S

HOME
DELIVERY
925-5900,
REAL
HAMBURGERS
DRIVE-IN
Inside Dining
2 Blocks Ea.it Of Campus

INOV. 20 & 21

AT

THURSDAY 10 'Til 7
FRIDAY 10 'Til 5

CAROLYN'S

.lt/{p & -Beauty Salon

Create a New Do Instantly

SPECIAL DRAWING Register Now 'Til Nov. 21st
and you might win:
Many Styles, Colors

I HUMAN HAIR WIG
1 OF 4 HUMAN HAIR WIGLETS

Only On

20 &21 NOV.

SALES&
·SERVICE
A wig is a "must" if you'd he
fashionably coiffed in seconds
whatever the occasion. See ours.
REDUCED FOR OPENING

BUY ANY TWO HUMAN HAIR WIGS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

COFFEE 'N -

Thursday & Friday, Nov. 20 & 21

Carolyn's Wig & Beauty Salon
204

t. 4th

925-5443
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Helene Curtiss
lWlglets

: Cascades

Get Ready
The Nixon Administration is expecting trouble in Wash·
ington, n.c., tomorrow -and: they ere going to get it.
When thousands at. marchers, assembled in Washington
for the expr.-.ss purpose of peacefully registering their
opposition to the war in Vietnam, find themselves sur·
rounded by federal troops assembled in Washington for
the express purpose at. quelling - any popular dissent,
tensions will build.
The Administration's refusal to acknowledge the Mora·
torium and New Student Mobilization movements as legi·
timate protests has amply demonstrated that protest
through regular channels is not enough.
The years of frustration over the inability of. the pop.
ulace to affect governmental action through expressions
of popular opinion will climax in Washington, D.C.
And if Washington, D.c., blows on Saturday, San Francisco will also blow.
The outlook is not optimistic and no group loathes
the thought of violence more than the citizens who will
be participating in the marches.
But Nixon has backed them into a corner. He has,
in effect, said "You're a bunch of no-good radicals
and communists and I'm going to see that you're kept
'in your place."
But these people will refuse to be "kept in place."
They will refuse to be ignored and suppressed.
The people should have the power to determine where
their country is going and how it is going to get there.
When the government thinks otherwise, it is the re·
sponsibility of the people to tell the government ''Stop listen to us.' '
If Nixon w:ints to prevent a blood bath, he must call
off his troops and make the decision, for once, to listen
to the people.
If the government refuses to listen, as it has so far,
the people must take action.

o~k~s~b~~~illl~~~~~~~~~I
overpopulation; does this
mean widespread famine in
10 yea.rs, and total annihilation
of the h~an race in 25 years
as some people believe?
Several of us have become
interested in these predictions
and would like to learn more
about them. We believe there
is a problem and this problem
involves all of us,.
It is not h1 sed on specula.
tion, religous beliefs, politics or
mysticism. It !s a fact&. There
is scientific proof.

concerned to withold thesefacts
and we would like your (stu.
dents and faculty) critlcism,
suggestions, help and concern in
further exploration of the over.
population problem.

A campus.wide organizational
meeting will be held:
Dean Hall (Biology and Chem
is try Bldg.)
Monday Nov,. 17, 1969
Room 102
7:30 p.m.
All persons are welcome to
join and participate.

Cff4TIAL
WASHINGfON

r1er
Sf ATf

COlLIGl

Editor . . . . . . . . .. Mary Deaton
Managing Editor .. Gary Larson
News Editor. . . . . . Bob Lutgen
Sports Editor. . . . . . Pat Roe
Photo Editor. . . . BobGauvreau
Ad Manager ....•Dave Walker
Ad Rep. • ..... Rich Woodruff
Business Man. . . .Fred Hurst
Advisor . . . . • Bill Chamberlin
rumors that our managing edi.
tor has formed a para.mUitary,
fascist organization have been
denounced by gary, but nobody
else? a new hitler has been
born!
mary's leaving again, this
timE:>
for san francisco- it
sef>ms she left her h1·art and
mind there sevE-ral years ago.
reporters rolling in after the
long vacation wednesday were:
pete, doyle, leona, john, sue,
tt·ri (back from the wilderness
of stevens county), bill, jim,
jessica, sally (she likes to be
call(>d joey, but i haven't got.

ten permission from her mother
to call her joey), ray, jerry,
sandi, debbie, glenna, jim, 6rclrY,
and keldon.
copy desk continues to man.
gle ·bob's· copy; nice to see
them working thoug"h: linda, terry, terry, kris and Jaurel. bill's
fingers are reportedly on vacation, evidence of this is his
. latest efforts at typin". ad staf.
fers rich and dave were seen
last week with the homecoming
queen selling ads! fred's still
trying· to keep us above water ·
financlally.good luck! bye, now.
Publlslied weekly on Frtda.1s!
during the academic year ex.
cept durln& examination weeks ,
and holidays by students of cen-:
-tral Washington State eonece.
v lews expressed are those of
student stall, not necessarllY,
cwsc. Emered as second c1asS '
matter at the u.s. Post otfice, :
Ellensburc, wasbt~on 98926.
Printed on the Record Press.

Wednesday morning came, it was as if the grey morn·
ing was in itself. It was a similar mornbtg, nothing seem·
ing to indicate any peculiarity in it. The cafe' was 1ll·
lighted, being simply an all-night diner of no pretentions,
· merely a stopping~place for the weary and restless.
The lady in the blue dress was certainly of interest,
. the rings indicating something, but the proprietor was
simply shaking his head as he washed the dishes, mut·
tering.
It was not an ordinary Wednesday even if it had nothing
peculiar to add. The young man was speaking. He was
wearing a gold ring' with a delic~ly, one might even
say brutally, cut emerald inset.
"Really, it is no more than it seems, a ring. And
yet within the emerald one can lose the eyes, just star) ing, yes, one. might feel that it is an impressive ring."
The lady tilted her head and smiled. She seemed to
have some longing to speak, but then smiling softly she
tilted her head.
"Yes, it is not often I have found myself fascinated
by such things.
I did not have this as an heirloom.
It was merely worked, and yet it is art. To be lost
in the cast of that emerald's glance, it was too much
for me to bear; I realized that I must own the ring."
In times like these the girl would listen, remember·
ing each word as it was said. Some where she had rea·
lized what there was to be realized here. AJi she glanced into the ring her eyes reflected.
Her glance lost, the fires seemed to kindle for an
instant.
Yes, it was to Mr something to stare into
the emerald. There was something in that stone, precisely in that stone.
"To buy such a stone one must go in debt for one
will aquire habits he must maintain. Beautiful jewel·
ry is one •••
". • .you know though, it is not a perfect emerald,
it has a fiaw. A-a tiny flaw."
Yes, the flaw existed and into it the girl lookedinto the reflections of the flawo The fiaw appears to
mock me, the girl thought, and yet, quite yet I flm something in its mockery.
She sat tilting her head and
smiling as she listened to her young man, thinking
there was nothing peculiar in this Wednesday morn·
ing.

Reserved For Nixon .

Letters
Provocative Cows Please
To the editor:
One of the memorable pieces
of Texana is a story about a
dairy science faculty at one of
the state universities and its
herd of scientifically-bred cows.
From ali accounts, the sub.
stantive facts are as follows:
the cows were ~zed on state.
owned pasture adjoinin~ a pri.
va tely • owned ranch whose own.
er possessed a majestic bull.
One afternoon, as the Jaw.
yers told the story later, the .
bull looked at the cows, the
cows at the bull, and they be.
came enamored of one another.
. So, the bull, unable to con.
trol his animal instinct, broke
through the fence and - in or.
der not to upset little old ladies
from Duluth who may be read.
~ this, we shall not dwell on
detail-in one afternoon the bull
botched years of painstakln&IY
laborious research carried out
in the name of cattle, the state
university, and t"~ state of
Texas.
Well, the pro:cssors of ':he
dairy science faculty, col.
lectively enra&"ed, demanded
restitution. After all, their
labors in the interest of science
had been ruined by the impas.
stoned, violent, mad act of
"said" (as the lawyers referred
to the animal) bull.
The rancher, the story ioes,
refused to pay up because, as
he said, his bull was enticed.
·Ordinarily, the bull paid no at.
tention to cows, but the vio1ated
cows had appea.r'ed in an un..
necessarily and unusually pro.
vocative fashion.
In a famous analoa, he
(cont. to page 5 col, 1)

.,

I

( UW Plans Peac:M~~;:· ; ;Nov~
ab~""ro ~!"°: :'uc= Invites All To Candlelight Vigil
through athletic scholarships.

letters, letters

(cont. from page 4, col. 5)
compared the role of the cows
to tha. t of a Hollywood siren of
a Grade.a movie who shifts S\li•
iestively on the couch in order
to lure the hero of the footl:Bll team away from his cheese.
burier and malt.
Unwlttl~ly, the scientists had
trained the cows to p-aze in a
sugiestive manner so that, in
!i.ct, when the bull ~zed across
the fence, the cows lured the
unthinklni animal into their den.
Naturally, the bUll respanded to
their collective cry, ''Take us."
It should be pointed out that
justice triumphed -or, atleast,
the bull iOt his comeuppince,
because the scientists, in the
dead of night, trapped the bull
and castrated it.
The rancher sued. I can never
remember how it flnally came
out, followin& Ion& years of end.
less lltteation, but I do recall
tha. t the rancher1 in one of the
more untorietta.ble utterances .
in the annals of the state, de.
fended the actions of his bull
with the followq remark:
"Freedom ls many thlD&s to
maizy men, and so it ls with
me and my bull. What is 'ood
and beautUul and artistic to me
may be bad and u,ly and fll.
thy to you, and vice versa."
All the lawyers and the jud.
ieS were impressed with this
quintessential wisdom. Even the
dairy science people and the .
rancher pitched thlnis up. They
decided to resta'e the entire
event and charg~ admission.
"After all," said one of the
professors la.tet;" ''all of us .
hereabouts have one ·common
ioo.l -the making of money."
L. D. Langley

On Behalf Of Sports
The the Editor:
"Will football build a better
world?" Yes, football and other
athletics will help build a bet.
ter world .in many wayso
Athletics offer the OPPortunity
for many young men .and women
to see parts of the world they
might not have seen otherwise;
and by seeing more of humanity
they learn more about the "hum·
an condition'' than other stu·
dents. Athletics gives a young
person guidelines for living with
others by stressing sPortsmanship and teamwork.

Athletics are an added incent;.
ive toward a degree for many.
Once the degree ls obtained the .
potential for building a ~tter
world ls on its way to ful·
flllment.
Did you know ~at many a.tho
letes work in the ghettos and
disadvantaged areas in the sum·
mer to help the under·
prlveleged? Did you know that·
75 percent of Washington'~
school administrators
were
once coaches? Did you know
that proceeds from many ath·
letic events go to charities tor
the less fortunate? Where else
but on the athletic field can a
communist and an American
struggle and live to embrace? As you know, education is the
key to imProving human conditions. And athletics play an
imPortant part in educating all
students. The other disciplines
should look to the athletic department for teaching techni·
ques.
ui;ilike other teachers
on campgs, the coaches have to
Pl1t their jobs on the line every
weekend before thousands of
·people. The games act as
tests to determine how successfully they have taught their
athletes.
BUt ls your sociology or geography professor ever tested for
teaching efficiency? He won't
lose his job because of a student's failure.
He won't be ridiculed if a
student
doesn't
learn
a
sociological concept as the
coach will if he loses a game.
What if the students were test;.
ed each week to see what they
have learned in a ''College
_Bowl" situation?
Do you suppase the quality
ot teaching would improve and
the development of new and
better teaching techniques would
occur?
I almost forgot to mention
one other imPortant teaching
technique to come out of athletics, team teaching.
The
method was developed by a guy
named Rockne, who died in
1926••• Rockne was a foot·
ball coach.
Samuel F. Ring
University Village No. 35
925-4497

A candlelight vigil , wi1l be
or~the Nov·
ember Moratorium taking place
on the University of Was.hlng•
ton campus this week.
central .students and faculty
have been invited to attend the
march from the Husky Union
Building (HUB) to Hee Edmund.son Pavilion, which is sPonsored by the Moratorium com• .
mittee of the UW Association
for Faculty Action.
Richard Silverman, uw Political science instructor and
SPokesman for the group, explained that since not every.
body is able to make lt to the
national mobllazation
movements in Washington, D.C. and
San Francisco, they have been
the final activity

Invited to participate in this
demonstration.
Silverman explained that the
.,. march will be silent and peaceful. It will begin at the HUB
at 7 p.m. and will travel UW
access routes down to the Pav•
ilion.
A Homecoming activity will
be taking place when the marchers reach the pavilion at 8
that
p.m.
Silverman said
the marchers do not intend disrupt the activity, although leaf·
lets will be distributed in the
building.
Participants are

asked to

brmg candles, flashlights in
case it rains, and black crepe
paper armbandso

1
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PIZZA

~ARTY!
Use the ''PLAY
ROOM" for yo•
•oup, club, or
organization
meeting
Capacity-57
(•ore or less)
No charge for the
"PLAY ROOM" or the
Plano

'THE

P·IZZA
PLACE
in-the-Plaza

I

GIRLSI

TRYTIE ·

"PIZZA
EXPRESS"

iEasy-Matic Stereo Cassette-Corder Deck
_Add the Sony Model 125 Cassette-Corder•·· to your present
~ sound system and you ' re ready to make and play your owrt cos- ·
1~; settes - at a fraction of the cost of pre -recorded ones.

j

J_ 0

9 .• "

i""~'°' ,..,~:~~~do~~~~~!~~
~1·m~.lll)lll§lll;11wr-:iSU~P!l!f!!Rs!!c!'.!o~Pf:-;_,)RI
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DELIVERY

COIN GJJASS
... for the lively new look in decorating!

Campus or City
5:30 to 11 :30

CALL

925-5446
THE PIZZA PLACE
in-the-hole-in-thePlaza
SPECIAL DEALS ON
DORM PARTIES!

630

829

212

Coin Glass is not just for collectors
of reproductions. It sounds a decorative note that is pleasing in con temporary surroundings. And you
will find it as useful as it is beautiful.

you're going
to live in

FREE

Call "NORM';
925-5446

hand -molded by

western wear
styled for now.
The bell bonom jean, does ;t.
Rides just on the hips, hugs
the leg down to a bell bottom.
In stret-t-ch denim for the active
life . you live.

Stop In And Browse Around

In a_wide variety of colors
. .. machine washable.
Would you ,believe under $9.00

Also
WESTERN BELTS
and BOOTS

MILL'S SADDLE

•
•
•
•

We didn't invent the
first pizza but we
did invent the best
o~e ••• You'll agree

Housewares
Giftwares
Hylan Pottery
Enamel Ware

ELLENSBURG HARDWARE

'N TOGS
4th and Main
962-2312

202 N. ·Pine

925-1055

THE ·PIZZA
PLACE
in-the-hole-ln-thePla.za
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Bledsoe Pressed T0 Examine PrioriliftSOD,

ged Bledsoe to take an honest,
o;,. main theme that ran
strone stand on what he be.
siatf writer
throueh the meetln& was the lleves and to stop maklne com.
question, "can anything trulybe promises.
Members of the ·R adical Coal.
accomplished by working within
An example Wcls the issue of
ition met for dialogue last week
the political structure?"
Elks' Club membership. George
with Stu Bledsoe$ majority lead.
st mis
Carter, off.campus, said that if
er of the Washington State House
Bledsoe is against discr1mlna..
" ere syaree th e
d Bledsoe
f dabl said tha.Thtthe
of Representatives.
e
en
e:.i.tunttie"
for
eor.
lion
as he says he Is, he should
Topics included repression- of
same opp
f
rru
declare that he will not be a
college students, pesticides,
reetlon as there are oreo P• member of Elles as lone as
Nixon's speech on Vietnam, the
lion."
there are discriminatory po!lc.
"oppressed"$ the politician's
The coalition pressed for what
ies.
role, a dream of the co-op
Bledsoe answered that if he ·
community
and marijuana. Bledsoe is personally doing to
effect change.
did that, he couldn't come be.
There was controlled name calMembers of the coalition ur. · fore the Elks and tell them
what they have to do (in other
words have an influence on the
Elks).
He said he would not attack
the Elks. The coaltion said
he Wclsn't being honest.
The coalition talked of the
frustration of working within the
political structure. The Mora.
torium was one example, they
said, and there were others.
People peacefuUy demonstrated
by marching.
They said that Nixon refused
to listen and in his speech can.
ed marchers "agents of defeat."
Tune in KCWS For
''How can we work within the
Weekly Delivery Special
system when it represses and
crushes us?" said :Mike Reid,
off-campus junior.
Bledsoe defended the system.
He said that his role is that of
"problem solver..''
"I can only work on one pro.
blem at a time.''
Continued Bledsoe, ''Priori.
ties have to be established. · I
decide on one general most tm.

By Sue Renner

ing

~

YOU CALL-WE HAUL

Fastest Delivery In Town
6-11:30 pm DAILY
925-1600 :

R·OSSOW'S .
.CAMPUS U-·TOTE-EM

8\G

socloloeyprofes.
portant issue/'
sor said "There needs to be
This session he illrected his
a
not necessarily a
enel'l:les toward tax reformi:
violent one, because of the pro.
"I don't have unlimited oppor
blems that aren'tbeingsolved.''
unities/'
one of the biology professors
at Central, Dr. Jared Verner,
has said that the human race
may be extinct in 30 yea.rs be. ·
cause
of pesticides, poJ.
'!utton and overpopulation.
The eoalltlon lne!Udedthepro.
blems of the "oppressed" peo.
ple - mi~nts, blacks, student
activists, the poor, the IndJan.''
Bruce Jacobs, staff, asked,
"Do we have the time to get
a consensus (through the poll.
tical process) when the environ.
ment may end in 30 years?"
On student rebeHion in Wash.
inilon Bledsoe said, ''There is
a 'straight society' in this state.
You (campusactivists) scare the
hell out of them. They see
thinis happeniJli on campus"
and bring these to their re.
STU BLEDSOE
presentatives.".
. ' •••one problem at a time ••• '
Bledsoe said he has to "turn
The coalition answered that
this member of the 'strai~t:~.
he should not underestimate his
society' upside down everyyea.r
power because as majority . . and shake him" to get money
leader he can decide the prior.
to run our college.
The coalition said the citizen
ities in the house.
resented being reminded by stu.
dents that 80 percent of the ..
national bu<Jiet goes to military
As a result of the Fall Quarspending. The college has the
ter elections and passing of the
function of being a critical tn.
revised constitution, in which
stitution.
student Government Associa·
Bledsoe said he would like
tion (SGA) was changed to As•
to see the college remain a
sociated Students of Central,
critical institution but admitted
the student government will now
there was the danger of losing
be referred to as ASC.

r~voiution,

SG A-=ASC

~ELE(~T\ON

OF <;Ty LES I
We will go to any length to keep out cold
winds· with boots for every need around
campus. Plenty ,of brass buckles,
links and insignia that flatter
pants or skirt.

.HAND MADE

TO
99

10

ST'i Ll!SH

TAtLL- FRI tJGeD
MOCeASI tJ S.
L.ADIES"

s12es

. $To~

~

99

99
SOO M-r. \Jte.w A~e.

HOURS:
9-9 Weekdays
10-7 Sunday
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Work, Work, Work

checking books
Photos and text by Bob Gauvreau

sweeping floors
Many jobs are available to students on the Central campus. Some are good, some bad,
all .low-paying.

The main reason most students take on these campus jobs is to help relieve the burden
of school expenses. They ate paid a minimum wage of $1.40 an hour, which some people
in the federal government feel is inadequate, but will just have to do for now. (With in·

flatton and everything.... ) It's a good thing that man does not live by bread alone.
But Hark U Hope is in sight. January 1st the rate goes to $1.601 (My gracious! Can
Uncle Sam really afford all that money?)
·
·

serving food

studio assistant
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Father Hag'e/ Urges 'M inistry
Faculty Gives Presentations
Of Service To Fellow Men
Nominations for the first An.
nual Faculty Presentation will
be received by Dr. Raeburne
Heimbeck in his offfoe, Edison
112. from Nov. 14.21.

The Annual Faculty pre.
sentation, commi:.sioned by the
Lectures and Assemblies Com.
mittee, is to encourage theCen.
tral faculty to exhibit its own
creative work beyond teaching.
A faculty person can be commissioned for presentations
such as lectures, demonstrat·
ions, performances and displays.
Students, faculty and staff are
urged to submit nominations of.
faculty members who are out.
standing in their fields.
The person receiVing the com.
mission will make his presen.
tation during. Spring Quarter
and will receive an honorarium
of $250 ..

A1!nouncement of the person
commissioned will be made at
the beginning of Winter Quarter.

Judgment of who shall receive
this commission will be decided
by members of the Lectures
and Assemblies Committee on
the bl.sis of originality as well
as creativity.
In a r _e cent interview, the Rev.
Phil Hanni,
sub.committee
chairman. said that the reason
this presentation was begun is
to expose the talent that does
exist on the Central campus
and to encourage it to be pre.
sented as well as to ·honor it.

Rev. Hanni said, "It's like
honoring a prophet within his
own country. Many times lee.
turers will be brought in from
other places and be quite hon.
ored.
Through this presen.
ta. tion, faculty members here
will be noted for their talent."

DUN FORD'S
205 N. Main ·

COLOR
CENTER·
962-2551

By Bill Kiem
Staff Reporter

The Newman Center, located at 711 E. 7th, just behind
· the Plaza, is here to h~lp all
It ls set
Central students.
up in conjunction with the ca.
tholic- Student Association and
the Newman Apostolate.
Father Hagel, who lives at
the center, said that he is avail.
able on a full-time basis for
counseling by appointment only.
But Father Hagel said that he
would receive emergencies at
any time. The center's phone
number is 925-3770.
The center also offers an in·
quiry class on the catholic religion and has pre-nuptial clas.
ses. Weekday masses are held
at the center Monday and Wednesday at 7 p.m. Confessions
are heard every Monday and
Wednesday from 4.5 p.m. at the
center. Also any time by ap.
pointment.
Father Hagel said the center is here to intiate in the catho·
lie students an intent "to take
seriously their Christian ob..
ligation of service to the world
in which they live."
The center does not want

to duplicate any program on
campus, Father Hagel said, but
join in with existing programs.
one of its goals is to encour.
age students to be more ac.

•

o

FATHER HAG EL
o Newman Club. • •

tive on campus as a whole.
Students do not join Newman..
Father said; every baptized Ca.
tholic is considered a mem•
ber.

The center is also open to
non-Catholics. Father Hagel;,
emphasized this point by say.
ing the center is ''a Catholic.
sponsored effort · to get all
people to become seriously in·
volved in their ministry of ser ..
vice to their fellow man."
The Newman · A.postolate,
which sponsores the Newman
Center, is an international Ca.
tholic organization which be,
lieves "that the American
university community is the
creative center of our society."
"The Church can only hope
to carry out it's missio!l to
society by involving itself
with the university at every
level."
Father Hagel said the New•
man Apostolate was conceived ,,
by John Henry cardinal Newman who was known for his
'theory on education revolution.
He believed in an open-forum
type education, where all knowledge, both pro and con, was
open for the student to learn.
Cardinal Newman believed in
objectivity in teaching, an is.
sue that is still a- problem ·
today.
Locally, a full-time chaplain
has been available at the cen.
ter since Sept. 1968. That was
Father Hagel, who had previous.
ly served both St. Andrews
and the .c enter. In the summer ·
of 1968, he asked and was given
permission by Bishop Dough.
erty of Yakima, ~o serve full
time at the center• .

THE LEGGY LOOK

The first center was located
on "D" St. be.hind the campus
radio station KCWS. It remain.
ed there until May of 1969, when
it moved to its present location.

... and

Each center is a member .of a
diocese, which is a geographic
division -of the Catholic Church.
There are three in Washington.
The center obtains some fin.
ancial supportfrom the diocese,
but most of it is obtained from
fund-raising projects within the
center. The international New.
man Apostolate provides resource material for the center.

FLAIR
I

TO BOOT!

whether it's
mushing about
or just looking
great

Happened to you?
Be sure of the numbercheck your directory.
You know how irritating it
is to dash for the phone
when it rings and find the
caller has dialed the wrong
number. Be sure you know
the number. Look it up in
your directory before you
call.

PIUIDY'S Family Shoe Store
''Winter Footwear for the Entire Family"

4th and Pearl

Open Late Friday Evenings

Downtown

ELLENSBURG
TELEPHONE CO.

.

.
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Scientis_ls Discuss Relation ToSociety
A· colloquiu1ndiscussing the sci.
entist's role in society will be
held Friday, Nov. 21, in Hebeler
Auditorium.
Six speakers h3.ve been lnvlt.
ed to particlpa te in the. panel
discussion which ls sponsored
by the sociology, political
science, philosophy and physics
departments along with the As.
sociated Students of Central

into two sessions, one from
(ASC)and the Honors Pro~m.
9-11:45 a .m. and the other from
Russ Hansen, sociology lec.
1:30-4 p.m.
turer, commented, "Scientists
are increasincly concerned
The six speakers are Jon Gal ..
about the rela.tionship of their
Jant, University of Washington
work to social control, national
geneticist;
Irwin
Sperber,
policy, foreign policy and race
Stanislaus State College (Calif.)
conflicts in this country."
sociologist; Martin L. Perl,
"What relation," asks Han.
sen, "does their work have to , Stanford University physicist;
Richard Lichtman, University of
tl_le majority in this society?"
California philosophy profes.
The colloquia will be divided
sor; Alex Gottfried, University
of Washington pollUcal science
instructor; and Jay Gregory
Dash, a tinlversity of Washing.
ton physicist.

Few Students Reveal
Grievances At Meeting

Sperber has taught at the Uni·
versity of California, Stanford
University, and the University
of Alberta in Canada. He is the
outgoing president of the Gra.
duate Sociology Club at the Uni·
versity of California and is
editor of the Berkely Journal
of Sociology.

saying that from the financial
point of view, he didn't under.
stand how machines-to vacuum
up leaves could take priority
It would be hard to believe
over a shovel and strong arm
that there are less than a do~
to fill up the gaping holes in the
zen students atCentral who have
ground.
grievances. Yet from the size
Perhaps the · most practical
of attendance at the last Grie.
suggestion came from a Car.
vance Committee meeting, itap.
pears that this rj ust might be so. mody man who had just finished
expressing his view about the
The third public hearing by the
condition of Carmody Hall ..
Committee on Grievance Pro.
He said ''They should tear
cedures was held in Black Hall .
down Carmody and plant corn
on
Nove.mber 6. Attending
were the five committee mem. on the land so th;y can get some
bers and a sparse audience ot use out of it/'
In a case such as this, it
no more than a half-dozen at a
time.
would seem that housing autho- -- Committee member Allen
rities would be the ones to see
Hobbs commented thatmostgri..
about this. But there is no
evances, must be brought out in
one in that department who would
l~ked-door sessions.
take care of th~s type of thing.
Another idea was develo~
The grievance committee was
ed:
having numerous comset up to collect opinions on the
mittees, so if one had a prosubject of grievance procedures
blem about housing, he co,uld go
and then prepare a report on the
directly to housing grievance
matter. It would then be deter.
committee. This idea was tossmined whether it would be pro.
ed around with apparent approfitable for a permanentcommlt.
val from all attending the meet.
tee or. troubleshooter to be
created . to
receive direct lng.
complaints from the students.
Another generally-approved
As it stands now, there ls
idea was to have a "trouble.
no existing direct way for a
shooter" on the job at all times
student who has a gripe to to handle complaints.
The fourth and final meeting
express it with the assurance
that anything will ever b'e done
of the Grievance Commitee,or.
iginally scheduled for Nov. 13,
with it.
ls being rescheduled. There will
Thus far, it ls the asserijon
be signs posted as to the correct
of the Grievance Committee that
time and date.
the most frequent gripe con.
All students, faculty and ad.
cerns the health center, food
ministrative members are invft.
services, library and mainte.
ed to attend.
nance.

by Jessica Warner
Staff Reporter

One of the few students at.
tending the meeting comment.
ed on the maintenance problem:
"For instance, there is a hole
in front of Alford Hall that has
been there since May last
spring. It doesn't seem to both.
er anyone anymore- they are
probably used to it .."
He continued with his gripe by

Perl has been active in both
the scientific and political areas
on the problems of technical
decision making in Washington,
in such areas as military te(fh·
nology (ABM and nuclear wea.
pons) and environmental pollu.
tion~
He is one of the found.
ers of Scientists and Engl.
neers for Social and Political
Action.
Lichtman has had many pub.
licaUons in various magazines.,
They include ''Pornography anci
Censorship" from Commen.
tary; "Sex and Censorship in
a Free Society" at the Univer.
sity of Kansas, and "Marxian
Critique of Christianity" in
· Marxism and Christianity. He
is also a member of the Cen.
ter for Study of Democratic
Institutions.
Gottfried is a member of the
board of the naUonal American
Civil Liberties Union, and was
founder of the Caucus for New
Political Science. He has taught
at Stanford and the University
of Chicago.
Dash is a member of the Fed.
eration of American Scientists
and has served as vice chair.
man of the World Without War
Council of Greater Seattle.

ChoralsCompete
for Sigma Mu
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·

The annual Christmas choral
competition spansored by the
Sigma Mu Epsilon, music honor·
ary, will be held on Dec. 4.
It is a contest in which any
vocal group of any size can enter
and compete. Each group must
perform two numbers, one secular and one sacred.
They will be judged on appearance, stage presence,· and, most
impartant, sound. · Plaques will
be a warded to the winners.
The competition will be in McConnell Auditorium at 7:30 p.m ..
There is an entry fee of $4..
Any individual or group that is
interested can contact their re-·
sidence hall president or any
m usicaily-tnvol ved person.

$1 at your bookseller
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SINGER

1ALLEN'S

Se~ing

Machines·
~en ta I

SALES - SERVICE

404 N. Pearl

HJ~~
WAY
G
.
f
lmltl
11,.111Jttt/
. .
..
.
CAiclttlf

OPEN 6 am to 1 am·

._.BANQUET ROOM
SPACE & SERVICE AVAILABLE
FOR SPECIAL PARTIES
AND BANQUETS

. Out

Speedy ·
Specialty

"FOOD WITH A REPUTATION"
FOR 30 YEAIS

MODERN

~lllllXIJ

[i,,,,,

Restaunmt Dial

962-9977

(!ALAXY ROOM • 962-9908

4 Blocks
W. 9f. Collete
U.S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97.
Elle.sburt

:z0'eisfieldf.
JEWELERS
317 E. Yakima Ave.
YAKIMA, WASHINGTqN
Open Fridays 'Til 9 P.M.
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505

NORTH
PINE

2 Years Old And Still
Growing. Come Join The
Savings Celebration ~s We
Look Forward To Our Third

12 Exposure

COLOR FILM PROCESSING
· Complete ·With Prints

s191

Our Reg.

20 Exposure
Our Reg •
.. 1399

. SYLVANUt

FLASHCUBES
OR
AGI
AGIB

FLASH BULBS

ALMOND
ROCA

LIMIT
2

By Brown
and
filaley

CONTAC
NASAL
MIST
Fast-Acting
Relief For Head
Cold Distress ·
LIST •1 29

MEN'S
4-BUCKLE

BOOTS
Keep Yo"!r Feet
War• and Dry
This Winter

Boys' Sizes

s411,

Made In USA By
U.S. Rubber Company

WEEKDAYS
10-8
SATURDA YS
10-6

CLOS&>
SUNDAYS

From the
Pharma_cy

t
7
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"Don't Look Back" Speaks Dylan In Concert,
On Tour, In Private And As An Entertainer
By Dennis Stevens
Contributing Writer

"Tell it like it is" is tht
battle cry of the present high.
ly.probed and publicized popu.
la.ti.on_of sub-25- year-oldsl and
the film, ''Don't Look Back,''
does just that.
Screened la.st week by the As.
socia.tf.on of Cinema Arts, the
film covers a month-long concert tour by folk-rock singer
Bob Dylan.
During the 19~5 montJJ..long
tour through England, Dylan was
accompanied by Joan Baez,
haunted by the rival reputation
of Donovan, and 00.dger~d day
and night by the pre_s s, te~n
ie boppers and hangers.on~'
Film-maker D.A. PenneOO.ker
BLACK COMEDY -Rehearsing for the opening al. "Black
shot some 20 hours of film.
Comedy" are from left to right; Barbara HaZelUne, Lin
and edited it chronologically.to
Whitworth, and Charles Mccaughan. The second perthe present hour-and-a-half ,reformance of "Black Comedy" will be seen tonight in
vealing a portrait that is not
McConnell Auditorium at 8:30. Performances are also
always f1a ttering. .
scheduled for tomorrow night and next weekend.
There is Dylan; faintly hos.
tile, ''putting on" the press.
In one scene destined to bec.ome
a clas~ic, he. tells a ·11Time"
magazine
reporter exactly
where '.'Time" and readership
are at, and if his outburst lacks
land, is suppased to be gone
By Claire Rediske
tact, it seems to the point.
for
the
-weekend
but
returns
unStaff Reporter
In a hotel room party, Dylan
expectedly.
What happens when the lights
gets into a childish, bullying
Also scheduled to arrive is
go ouf is the plot of "Black
argument about who threw a
Richard
Dills as Mr o Bambur·
Comedy" by Peter Shaffer, and
gla.ss ·out the window. The ex.
that could be very interesting. ger, a millionaire interested in
change is petty, the language
Brindsley Miller, a young Miller's sculpture. Everyone · foul.
gets 1.Q.vQlved when Miller's eX..:sculptot'·~ played by Charles MeIn one unique sequence, Dy.
e aughan, is waiting with his girlfriend Clea, Lin Whitworth, Jan's manager AlbertGrossman
the neighbor, Miss Furnival;
girlfriend, carol, for the ar·
and agent Tito Burns wheel,
and the electrician Schupp.
rival of her father Colonel Mel·
deal and bluff the British Brood.
anzigh; show up. The lamJ,.
kett. Father & daughter are par~
casting Co. playing them against
lady role will be handled altertrayed by Martin LaPlatney &
Granada-TV to double the price
nately by Rhonda Schroeder &
Barbara Hazeltineo
for a Dylan appearance.. It will
Nicki Stephens. Bill Gorgensen
As the two are engaged, the
pass as a remarkable view of
Colonel wants to look the chap will play the eloquent electricactual behind-the.scene show.
over before they marryo Un- ian.
biz haggling.
The play will be presented
- known to the father, Miller is
Alternating with the 00.ck stage
not so -well off; so he borrows five more nights if you missed
scenes are the concert appear.
his next door neighbor's (Har· it Thursday. Curtain time is at
ances with Dylan singing "<Ycltes
8:30 p.m. on Nov. 13-15 and
old Goringe) furniture to make
of Eden,'' "It's All Right Ma,"
an impression upon her father. 20-22. Admission is free with
"Hattie Carroll," and "Don't
Goringe, played by Tom Birke- an SGA card.
Think Twice."
~

"Black Comedy" Confusion
Creates Light Courtship Plot

Comic Strip Art
Lurks Menacingly
Through Nov. 21
-Seattle artist Alden Mason's
exhibit of paintings seem to have
sprung full blown from the news.
piper comic strips.
The bright colors and three.
dimensional shading convey this
comic effect but the paintings
themselves are vaguely menac.
ing.
Mason has received numerous
awards in theSeattlearea where
he received his M.F .A. in 1947
and is now professor of art at
the University of Washington.
His piintings are in the Seat.
tle Art Museum and the Henry ,
Art Gallery _as well as here at
Central.

45 RPM RECORD

AND SONS

CORPORATI~

119 Eat 38th Street
New Yor~, New York 10016

For Your Added Comfort
' New Shipment Of

Toss Pillows-96• Each
3-Way Table Lamp
Reg. s19so
NOW

$1295

ALSO

TABLE LAMPS
POLE LAMPS

"Our greatest happiness ... does not depend
on the condition of life in which chance has
placed us, but is always the result of a good
conscience, good health, occupation, and freedom ·in all just pursuits.''
Tlzomas Jefferson

FOREIGN CAR

And DOMESTtC

Campus Market Research &
Marketing
Representatives
Earn
as much as $1,000
pl us Bonuses 5 -10 hours per
week.
COLLEGE MARKETll'G

As Dylan types in his hotel
room, Joan Baez strums a guitar
and beautlfully sings "Turn,
Turn Again." Later, Dylan fi~
nally meets Donovan at a party,
and the 13.tter entertains with
"To Sing F.or You."
Dylan takes the guitar and
sings "Baby Blue .." It is all
natural and unstaged, entertainer~ casually .playing for each
other for the pure joy of it.
Dylan once wrote that he had
given up on the possiblity of
communicating.· He illustrates
why in this film. You can't ·
hear him if you won't accept
him as he is.

"Are you going to be at the
concert?" Dylan - asks the
"Time" man. ''Are you going
to hear it?"
And that's the key. Do we
hear him? Youth most certainly does.
The film is really a poem to
life and to creativity. As film,
it is pure_art; as a documen.
tary of -an artist it is pure
poetry; and as a commentary
on our world, well, that's the
way it is.

'1°0 Value

Only 19• with this Coupon
See Our Big Selection of Records & Tapes
Lowest Prices are at •••

TEX

In another transition, the music continues as the picture
dissolves from one concert hall
to a tired Dylan riding the train
to the next c:>~e, and the appJaqse
at the e~d of the number be~
comes the rumble ofthewheels.
J. Robert Van Dyke is credit.
ed with the music recording, and
it is excellent.

MONEY TALKS
fB. And it says plenty when you "write your own"

!( ~ with NBofC special checks. A great way to or-

INDEPENDENT AUTO
REPAIR
603 N. Main - 925-5539

Wganize your budget ... have money when you
.need it. Come in today!

NB<:

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

.

!
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SPECIAL. VALUES, ON
HARDBACK -BOOKS
Examples:
Wisdom of the West by Bertrand Russell
The Human For~ in Art by Mervyn Levy
Matahematics in the Making by Lancelot Hogden.
Many More Titles Covering History, Science,
Art, Travel, C~oking, Etc.

WATCH FOR OUR Y2 PRICE PAPERBACK SALE

*

IEW SELECTION

. - .. , OF POSTERS IN STOCK .
FEATURING THE NEW .
EASY RIDER POSTER

*

\

'

IEW SERVICE· .
CllPUS POST OFFICE .
PACKAGE AND
.· LETTER DROP

I

NOW IN STOCK . .
ROD MCKUEN's· lWELvE YEARs oF ceR1srMAs
_...

IN SOMEONE'S SHADOW
LISTEN TO THE WARM

""

( ~(:' I
11 am-8 pm

Monday-Friday

GREAT FOR GIFT GIVING'
·,_

NEW

LONGER HOURS

10 am-6 pm

Sat_u rday

963-3333

I

.WILDCAT' SHOP

• t

•

'Wildcats Share
Three-Way Tie
Central's Wildcats enter the
home stretch in quest of. their
second consecutive Evergreen .
Conference title. The Cats are
presently tied for first place
with Eastern and Western. All
three teams have identical 3-2
league slates.
The three-way tie came about
when Central dumped Western
last Saturday by a 23-11 count
and Eastern clobbered Whit·
worth 48-13.
Tomorrow. the Cats travel to
Cheney to face the Savages
while Whitworth faces the WWSC
Vikings in Bellingham.
Eastern looked very impre.s.
sive pasting the Pirates. Exo
U of. W quarterback Tom Manke,
playing only his second game
at Q.B •.ll fired
three· touchdown
.
passes and hit 11 of 22 passes

for 162 yards.
Eddie Fisher also turned in
an outstanding performance for
the Savaies. Heca~httwoT .D.
tosses, returned a Whitworth ;
interception
63 yards for
another touchdown, and aver·
aged 41.8 yds. on five punts.
Eastern's key to success was
that they had excellent field
·Position throughout the game.
Their longest drive was
51 yards. That "march" was
completed in one play-aManke
to Mel Collins T .D. pass.

,~

· · · · II. ~...

·:·.~/•:. c
····.·•
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By Pat Roe

3

W-L
CENTRAL
EASTERN
WESTERN
WHITWORTH

who took the ball 68 yds. for
Western's first TD.
·
The Viks added two extra
points on the PAT when Dan
Dolfin carried the ball into
the end zone. The scoreCentral 16, Western 8,
The V iks applied the heat
early in the fourthquarterwhen

6 p.m.

PF

PA

RODEO CITY LANES
1 blk. East of College on 8th

925-1211

3-2 106 49
3-2 134 108
3-2 80 86
1-4 75 152

Lance Wilson kicked a 30 ~Yet.
field goal to bring them with·
in striking distance of the Wild·
cat's slim 16-11 lead,
Central's John Craig later in·
tercepted a Hadland pass and
brought it to the western 32.
1-:ike Huard capped off the drive
with a one yard run for the
insurance TD .

Sat. & Sun. All Day
Weekday Afternoons

1

Now! From Mutual of Omaha!

Hospital protection tha·t
pays bigger benefits
to help meet rising costs!

Last Weekends Results
CENTRAL 23 WESTERN 11
EASTERN 44 WHITWORTH 7

PAYS UP TO $350.00 A WEEK
Tax-free cash directly to you when hospitalized

Pays up to $725.00 MaterPays up to $15,000.00 In-

tor Call and Home Care
Benefits
Yes, now you can offer your
family the really big
hospital benefits they need

entir~

A

today at a cost well within
your budget.

nity Benefits
hospital Expenses other than
Room and Board
Pays up to $5,000.00 Doc-

r.9.AO~

·flDILnT UNION LR:
INSURANCE co:.

pony

This is hospital protection
from Mutual of Omaha, the
company that pays and pays
promptly. The Company that
gives you more for your
money in dependable, lowcost insurance protection.
For complete details on this
, outstanding plan, call or write
.us today!
Rt PRl~lN ll NC

'41lK

· Mutu11IC\
ef()m11h11.\ L/

Lloyd C. Stovall
Jomes D. Kinney
4 18 Lorson Bldg.
Yakima-CH 8-6400

war clCIUl8

life lnsur.1nce Affili.1te : United of Om.1h.1
""4 1.J I VAl l )f OMAHA IN\UIA"t(. l ( (

HUA.0 (.)ffl(I

Exclusive benetits

~t

1· Lloyd C. Stovall-James D. Kinney

. cial rat•

J. W. "Biii'·' Role•
College Master
Representatives
962-9292 .

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

Wl,NEGAR'S DAIRY

1
1

1 418 Larson Bldg.-Yokima, Wash. "<}89ol

Ken Mauch

50A E. 8th

1 MPA"°~

0MAH4 ""'lllA\J. ...

r----------------------- -

spe-

.P remium deposits deferred
.inti I vou ·ore out of school'

. .

~~!~~~~$~ -

OPEN BOWLING

.FRE.SH:

No

1hursday

•

EvCo Football Standings

Sports Editor

Guaranteed by o top com

. ..

Central quarterback Harvey Kochel had no where to go but down on this play. He got back
up, though, and led the Wildcats to a 23-11 victory over Western last week. The upset
allows them another crack at the EvCo title, which will be decided tomorrow.
Photo by Bob Gauvreau

EvCo Thrown In Frenzy

COLLIGIMASTIR.

}\

If
Central wins tomorrow
and western loses, the cats will
be undispu~d EvCo champs.
'If western wins also, the Wildcats and Vikings will be cochamps. Eastern cpuld get
top billing by dumping Central.

November 14, 1969

The Central Wildcats last
weekend upset the league lead.
ing Western 23-11-this, coup!.
ed with Eastern's win over Whit.
worth, threw the Evergreen
Conference into another three.
way tie for first place.
It looked like Central's game
throughout the first half of play
as the Wildcats ran up an early
lead of 9·0 by half-time. The
first Central score came on
Harvey Kochel's pass to Chris
Thorsen fro~the five yard line.
Steve Daily's PATkickwasn't
good, but he made up for it
by booting a 37~d. field goal
with nine seconds remaining
in the first half. This set an
"individual league record for
field goals in one season.
Glenn Hadland, star Viking
quarterback, retaliated with a
pass to open eoo Gary Aagaard,

'If
. l_

.11.
_". .t···.

· · .· .·.· .'··.. .·- ·.
s- .. ..--.-_

I Rush me information on Mutual of Omaha's "New Hospital Plan."
I No obligation.
:

Name~~~-~--------------~

I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
: C i t Y - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Just 6 Block West Of Nicholson Pavlllon

419

w.

15th

925-1821

,1 State
L

-

-

ZIP
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

_..J
- - - - - - - -- - -

. UGLY BEAR_
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Cats Take Second Best

Pizza and Pool ·
111 W~st 3rd-2 'til 2

Whitworth Harriers Pirate Title
TomorroWi Central's second
place Evergreen Conference
cross • country squad will com.
pete in Tacoma for the NAIA
District 1 championship.
Defending champion Whit·
worth edged the Wildcats for the
first time this sea.son to win
last weekend's EvCo champion.
ship held here.
Jerry Tighe of Whitworth,
competing for the first time this
year, finished the five • mile
course in the wt~ time of
25:40. Teammate Bob Isettwas
second, only three seconds
behind.
Final scores were Whitworth
34, Central 42, Eastern 71 and
Western 72.
Third place in the meet went
to Art Heineman of Eastern.
Central's Sam Ring w a s
fourth with the time of 26:23.
Other Wildcat finishes were.
Dale Shea sixth, Darrell Han.
berg eighth, Steve Camp tenth,
T.e rry ~elly 14 ) Joe Blue 1?
and Lloyd Johanson _22 •

BROADWAY THEATRE LEAGUE

-

Presents -

NEW YORK
DRAMA CRITICS
CIRCLE AWl\RD 1968

·~ BEST MUSICAL

Wild Kittens
a·etter Odds

Whitworth's Jerry Tighe aad Bob Isett finished one, two

The matches took place as the
U of W between the U and
Western Washington on Sat.,
Nov. s.
The first game was played
agafust _the U of W at 9:30
Heads
a .m. The game was played to
a 2.2 tie with very muddy field
Perfect
conditions.
Dianne Schalhabel, center for.
The Central water polo team
travels to Tacoma for the small ward, scored both goals by playCollege Water Polo Invitational ing an exceptionally fine game.
today and tomorrow. The Wild. After a.n hour-and-a-half rest the
cats will take a perfect 9.0 .Wild kittens took on the West.
record into this, the last sche· . ern team.
Central lost 5-1. COO.ch Put.
dulf~d meet of the year.
The double elimination tour. nam feels that her team was put
nament will be made up of the under very hard pressure by
top small colleges in the North. very fast Western squad • •
west. Also competing for top
This caused the Wildkittens to
honors are PortlandState, PLU, make many mistakes throng~
UPS, Lewis and Clark, the Uni- poor teamwork. The single goal
versity of Victoria·, Eastern and scored by Central was put in by
Southern Oregon State College. Dianne Schalhabel, center for ..
Coach Bob Gregson considers ward.
Southern Oregon as the team the
This weekend Central has
Wildcats must beat in order a. layover until the following
to win the meet. Central de. weekend when theytravelto Vic.
feated SOSC 10-7 earlier in the toria for the Northwest CollegE
sea.son.
Women's Hockey Conference.

in last weekends EvCo title cross-country race, but at

one Point Eastern's Art Heineman led the pack. Heine·
man was third, followed by Central's Sam Ring.

a rock

Polo Club
SPORTS
For
SHORTS
Season

musical

EVCo ''lineman of the week"
honors go to Doug Makaiwt,
defensive end for Central.
CAPITOL THEATRE, YAKIMA· NOV. 19, 8:15 P.M.

The Wudcats lead the league
in total defense.

All Seats Reserved - Tickets $5.50, $4.00, _$2.50 .
Mail Order• To: Allied Arts Council
5000 W. Lincoln Avenue
Yakima, Washington 98902

Central's Harvey Kochel has
regamed the total offense lead
in the EvCo. Kochel has gain.
ed 1031 yds. Whitworth's To:rp
Ingles trails by only ~8 yds.

-

Just Across from Campus
on 8th .••
THE

1

WINTER TREADS
RETREADS ON SOUND TIRE BODIES OR ON YOUR OWN TIRES
'YOUR CHOICE

FOREIGN CAR SIZES
NOW AVAILABLE

~

FREE!

Ice Scraper

no cost or obligation

F:R·2
· 5·
All prices plus 37¢ to 55¢
per tire Fed. Ex. Tax, sales tax
and 2 recappable tires
(same size) off your car.

larger sizes only 2 for $28

6.50-13
7.00-13
6.95-14
7.35-14
7.75-14
5.60-15
6.85-15
·7.35-15
7.75-15

Available with

"ICE GRIP"
STUDS
,

For extra traction on ice or hardpacked snow get Firestone Town &
Country tires with "ICE GRIP"
studs at slight additional cost.

VAUGHAN'S TIRE SERVICE .
103 N. Main

925-5922

• Deluxe Hamburgers • Cheeseburgers .
• Hot Dogs
• Onion Rings
• Malts, Shakes and Sundaes
Many, Many Flavors
• Giant Ice Cold Drinks

MIA Announces
·Entries And Schedule
The Cross Country run that MIA. is sponsoring will
be held. ~ov. 19. Entries can still be turned in at the
Pavilion (Room 108).
The Volleyball league will start Nov. 12. Schedules
should be sent out or they can be picked up in the MIA
office 1.Room 108, Pavilion.
MIA. is readying itself for a future basketball tourna.
ment. Signups will be beforft the quartel*break at Christ·
mas.
·
In MIA· touch football, the league tournament will begin
on Nov. 13. The teams to compete are still undecided
due to ties.
The final standings _are as follows:

-

MON.WED: 4:00

MON-WED: 4:50
Blitzville Nine

Stephens.Whitney
Horney Toads
Who Knows
Slippery Rock Fish
Da.rto Bandits
Carmody
Muzza.11 No. 1
Student Village Runts
Monroe
Quigley Men
(WITH ONE GAME LEFT)
TUES.THUR: 4 :00
Ganges All.Stars
Off.Campus 10
Blue Bombers
Primo Warriors
Miller's Marauders

S.2 I Quigley Brutes
8.2 North No. 1

8.2 Morters
a.2 Kennedy
~-5 . Football Tea~
5JJ Barto Bripde
Odd Squad
4.6 Co-Op .No. 2
3.7 Rodents
2.8 TUES.THURS: 4:50

5.5

7.1

7.1
6.2
6.2
4.4

Harbor Horde
Pieces
Ned's 5th Graders
Quigley Studs
Co.Op No. 1
Foul Balls

9.1
9.1
S.2
S.2

6-4
4.6
4-6

3.7
3.7
1-9

a.o
7.1
7.1
4.4
3.5
3.5

Parry Proudly Recalls
long Coaching ·career
By Mike McBride
Sports Reporter·
Tom Parry, head football
coach, is yery enthusiastic
about coaching at Central. He
has been coaching tor 21 glorious years. He is known for
his great knowledge in foot.
ball and his ability to make a
team function properly.

west Game in 1948.
Tom Parry's professional
career is complete with ful.
filling experiences and good
memories.
His 21 years of
coaching started out in Lang.
ley High School on Whidbey
Island.
But Coach Parry was looking
for bigger and better things.
Wenatchee Junior College

p .•
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av11lb1on Draws Crowds
~ are only- two resident schools

By Ray Wa
Sports Reporter

in

Two v.eeks ago the topic ol.
discussion was the overcrowded situation of the P .E. faci·
llties in and around Nicholson
Pavilion. The attention this
week will be focused on the
extra-Curricularnon-varsity
sports, which include men's and
women's ·intramural athletics
and co-recreation.
Last year some 2760 people
participated in 15 different
sports.
A few of the most
popular events included touch
football, ·volleybali, basketball 1
and :softbalC
The largest of these was
basketball, in which 768 men
played in 322 games. All these
games were played in the Pavilion.
Football was second
With 572 participants, follow.
ed by softball with 552.
·
Figures this year show very
little deviation from those men·
tioned above. Participation in
football has decreased slightly,
but basketball has grown enormously. There are 90 teams
signed up at this date and the
number of players could reach
the 900 mark.
Why is such a tremendous
number of people involved in
non-credit · recreation? Albert
H. Poffenroth, director of PhYS-:
ical education feels the reason
lies ~ what he calls the "re·
sident school system.''
According to Poffenroth, there

Crier Classifieds
963--1 026

.

Rides available to Bellevue
weekends. Call 963-1011

QI).

-------------Seamstress - Alterations, rea•
sonable rates. Call Marion
at 925-5406 or come by 207
s. Chestnut, day or night.

HEAD COACH TOM PAR.RY .... never quits.
At WSU, Parry played foot. ,.. knew this and grabbed him for
their team. He stayed there
ball with outstanding prefor two years.
cision. From there he gained
In those two years, Parry's
his real love of football which
teams won and tied for a cham.
he has maintained through his
From , there he
pionship.
years of coaching.
left for a job at the University
Parry graduated as a phy.
of Montana for a year and a
sical education major. The
half, and then another coach.
climax to his college years
ing job at WSU.
was his playing in the East.

AUto Glau ancl Upholstery
9254146 - 408-410 N. Main

·IEW FROM DAIRY MART
Delic;ious Mouthwatering

CHIP STEAK
with Barbeque Sauce
Only at

DAIRY MART
DRIVE-IN

~8N.Maln ·

925-3588

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR
HEADQUARlERS
For
• Pre-Recorded Tapes
• Records
• Stereos
• Needles
• Repair Service

I

so·

f~lmiII'/. 1! 11;1: J!I(• 11lJ•l: IJfji~fif~1

I
Ir
I~I~

'I'

This coupon is worth
on any record allium.

.

I

Iti

OFF

,~I~I

. ~I

~1

-~1

DEAN'S · 11

·~ 41 7 N. Pearl

· Downtown

925-1828 ~I

I~~ llf4~~ll~IRll. . .t••1 s !
1 1 1

~------------------------------------------~

ST·UDENT POWER
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS
5" DISCOUNT FOR FACULTY AND DEANS
, e Acceuorles
e Tires, etc.

• Parts
• Labor

(Does Not Include Gas)
More Support - Price Wiii Go Lowerl

Ith and Pearl

JONlllOll'S ...

facilities is ,evident when there
is not enough room for noncredit activities within the
Pavlllon and surrounding areas. ·
-There -have been complaints as
to who should have priority
1ng the buildings: MIA, WIA,
or co-rec.
' "First come, first served"
is the general rule, but someone always gets left out. With
the tremendous demand for ex•
tra-curricular activities comes
the increased need for larger
and more . efficient facilltles.·

We now have a Student-owned Gas Station

At

From

··\\<s.u.

(Note: This is the last ar·
ticle in a series involving the
uses of the physical education
facilities.)

In 1961, Parry retur!led to
Wenatchee Junior College for
five years until he_ came to
Central.
This is his fourth
year of coaching here and he
is extremely happy with the
school and the students.
As for Coach Tom Parry's
football team, the outlooi\ is
fantastic.
He feels that this
year's team is one of the best.
And he is looking forward with
great enthusiasm toward next
year's team.

·Washington-Central and
over 90 percent of
Central's students live on cam•
pus or within the community
of Ellensburg.
Unlike the student who com..
mutes, the Central student must
find activities on campus. That
ts the purpose of the intramural associations and co-recto provide facilities for those
who enjoy exercise and com·
petition.
The need for expanded P .E.

GEORGE'S

PHILLIPS

~
925.9920

I contribute 1 • per gallon of gas to the Central Washington State CollFoundation for the E.O.P.
The students are this town's main Industry. It's about time they got a
break accordingly. I can continue to offer my support only If I have your
·
support. Otherwise I 'II 90 broke and where will you be?

Class Drop Day
The final day to drop class • .
es will be Nov. 21, the Dean
of Students Office announced.

Class Schedules
Winter Quarter class sche.
dules are available to off-cam.
pus students in the Reilstrar's
Office in Mitchell Hall.

Businessmen Here
Students

I

and faculty at Cen·

tral wlll meet with Association ·
sentatives in formal and infor·
mal sessions here Nov. 17.

The · Association of Cinema
Arts meeting, rescheduled from
la.st Thursday, will be held in
SUB 208 Tuesday after the
screening of "The Producers."
Plans for the ACA 's future pro.
duction will be discussed.

The 8-1 Club
Plans for the ''B· 1 Scholar.
ship" will be discussed at the
B-1 Club's meeting next Tuesday at 6 p.m. The meeting
will be held in room B.1 of
Stephens. Whitney Hall. All resi.
dent and associate members
invited.

Lutheran Students
The Lutheran Student Asso.
ciation will meet this Sunday
at the home of Dr. Jon Eric·
son,
The meeting scheduled
for 7 p .m. will be devoted to
a "Workshop experience.''
Rides are available to students
by calling 925-1277.

The College Theatre Fall Pro.
duction, "Black Comedy," will
be presented tonight and Satur.
day at 8:30 p.m: in McConnell
Auditorium.
"Black Comedy" will also be
presented again next week on
Thursday, Friday, and Satur.
day nights. Students a.re ad.
mitted free.

Four Central students will
compose a panel of questioners
for the opening session at 9 a.m.
until noon,
and from lp.m ••
2 p.m., to provide each student an opportunity to discuss
questions regarding business
opportunities with the businessmen.

"The Trolly"

1

OubNotes
ACA Meets

"Black Comedy"

of Washington Business · repre.

00.rd's Little Sue Dining Hall at
4:45 p.m.
Sigma Mu Epsilon will meet
in Hertz 123 Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Wednesday the Spurs will meet
at 6 p.m. in SUB 208.
In SUB 213 Intercollegiate
Knights wlll meet on WedneE.
day.
Students for a Democratic Society will meet next Monday in,
SUB 208 at 8 p.m.
Kappa Delta Pi will meet in
Hebeler 109 at 7 p.m. on Wed.
nesday.
On Thursday at 7 p.m. the
Hawaii Club will meet in SUB
208.
There will be a meeting of
the Business Education Majors
in
Shaw-Smyser Hall 221
on Tuesday Nov. 18 at 6 p.m ..

Tonight the Associated Stu.
dents of Central (ASC) presents
"'the Trolly" at a dance in
Holmes Dining Hall. The dance
starts at 9 p .m. and admission
ls $1.

American History." The speech
is scheduled to start at 8 p.m.

"The Producers"
The Association of Cinema
Arts presents Mel Brook's 1968
Academy Award Winner, "The
Producers." Also shown will
be Lenny Bruce's ''Thank You
Masked Man."
Admission is $1 for mem.
bers of ACA and their guests,
all others pay $3. The films
will be shown in Hertz Recital
Hall on Tuesday at 8 p.m.

ca~·~rn
On Tuesday night at 7 a pro.
gram of music is scq~duled for
the SUB Cavern. Thursdaynteht
Laurel and Hardy'"llrms wlll be
shown at 7 and 8:30.

Plymouth Filr:ns
Wednesday in Hertz Recital
Hall the Plymouth Film Festi.
val will be held starting at 8
p .m. Several short films will
.be screened.

Reasonable Ratel
Prompt Service .
F·,.ee Estimates

ASC Flicks
''Texas Across the River"
wlll be screened tonight at 7
and tomorrow at 10 p.m. in
Hertz Recital Hall.
Tonight at 10 "Who's Minding
the Mint" will be screened in
Hertz, and Saturday it wlll be
shown at 7 p.m. Admission for
each show is 25 cents.

Exclusive Dealer
Soundcrest and Artpolnt
Wedding Stationery

CAPITAL PRINTING CO.
412 N. Pearl-925-9311

''Awareness''
OPEN 6:30

A film entitled ''Awareness"
will be shown in the SUB ca.
vern Monday at 4:30 p.m.

Bernice Reagon
Monday night at Hertz Reef.
tal Hall Bernice Reagon will
speak on the subject -of ''Afro.

925-9511

FRI. Thru TUES.
LAST YEAR'S MOST FANTASTIC MOVIE
Fri. and Sat. at 7:00 and 9:45 - Weeknights at 7:30
Sunday at 4:00 and 7:00 - Students $1 .25

An epic drama of

,

·adventure and exploration!

KEYS MADE
WHILE YOU WAIT

Circle K Club
Former Key .Club and Circle
K Club members are asked to
contact Dr. Lawrence Danton
or Mr. Gerald Brunner by Nov.
20.
A phone call to either
Dr. Danton at 963-1955 or to
Brunner at 963-1759 will suf.
fice.
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MGM PRESENTS A STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

2001:a space ~dys~y

YourSGA Card Is
Worth Money. Ask How. • •

Other Club Meetings
Associated Women Students
(A WS) will , mt.. ~t in Sue Lorn.

a

a

Triangle Auto Supply Co.

· 1• SALE

Y

500 Chewable Tablets $3.01
Thomsen's Acetate Vit-C
Val ley Speciaty Foods
111 W. 6th Ave.

100 N. Main

962-9876

-925-250~

Starts Next Wednesday, Nov. 19th

VILLAGE

THEATRE

Third and Pearl

925-4598

Plays Thru TUES.

EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT - Students $1 .25
Ploys at 7 and 9 Every Night - Also 11 Fri. and Sot.

Our Specialty Is Serving You
The Student

jf'~ J&uAeoJ AGENCY
Insurance - Real Estate

·

.

962-9821

N.B of W Building on

4th~ Between

IF YOU CAN'T REMEMBER WHAT HAPPENm
AT

THE TAY

HALLOWEEN PARTY

WE'VE GOT THE PICTURES

TAY SUFFLEBOARD CHAMPS - SUNDAY

Pearl & . Pine

MIST&•••••
if "

••••-LOOK

"ANGRY, TOUGH AND
FULL OF STING!" -LIFE

